




On the Insufficiency of the Notion
“Self-Rectifying Inquiry”to Avoid or Dissolve Indoctrination:






Indoctrination, as one of long-standing issues in educational theory, is generally
 
conceived of as a kind of excessive education(or mis-education),connotative of oppressive,
truthless,deceptive,etc.
Dewey,a pioneering criticizer of indoctrination,takes it to mean“the systematic use
 
of every possible means to impress upon the minds of pupils a particular set of political and
 
economic views to the exclusion of every other”,and counterposes against it the procedures
 
of democracy and scientific inquiry, one of whose prominent features is being self-
rectifying.
But his theory,theorized as an extension of evolutionary biology which focuses on an
 
organism interacting with and adjusting to natural environment, is imperfect to be fully
 
anti-indoctrinative:it lacks a conceptual framework into which “other selves”(than the
 
allegedly self-rectifying “self”in question)can be thematically and adequately calculated
 
in as to be intelligent enough to maliciously and intentionally distort the facts while
 
showing to the“self”in question.
If“other selves”are properly taken into consideration,self-rectifying inquiries done by
 
the teachers and students will turn out to be insufficient to avoid or dissolve indoctrination,
for they are essentially passive activities in that what are modified are chiefly the ideas and
 
behaviors of their own,not those of“other selves”such as outside“indoctrinators”.
From this viewpoint,what should be estimated to be more directly feasible for an
 
anti-indoctrination theory are:(1)critical thinking,(2)a strong fallibilism that urges one
 
to re-examine one’s own ideas and habits even when no discrepancy is felt,and(3)random
 




reach of all intentionality of both those who are testing and those who try to circumvent
 
the test.

















































































































































I shall take indoctrination to mean the sys-
tematic use of every possible means to
 
impress upon the minds of pupils a particular
 
set of political and economic views to the
 










……indoctrination so conceived is something
 
very different from education,for the latter
 
involves,as I understand it,the active partici-










Even in the case of something as settled and
 
agreed upon as the multiplication table, I
 
should say if it is taught educatively,and not
 
as a form of animal training, the active
 
participation, the interest, reflection, and
 





























































































Inquiry is the controlled or directed trans-
formation of an indeterminate situation into
 
one that is so determinate in its constituent
 
distinctions and the relations as to convert
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all special conclusions of special inquiries
 
are parts of an enterprise that is continu-























 Other methods of inquiry were found to be
 
such that tended to be self-rectifying.They
 








































































……while there is no isolated occurrence in
 
nature,yet interaction and connection are
 









Interacting-events have tighter and looser
 
ties,which qualify them with certain begin-
nings and endings, and which mark them
 












A larger field is formed, in which new
 





















……a situation is a whole in virtue of its
 
immediately pervasive quality.The perva-
sively qualitative is not only that which
 
binds all constituents into a whole but it is
 
also unique;it constitutes in each situation
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? こうした問題は、（「インドクトリネーション」という
タームは使われなくても）、例えば宮台真司・鈴木弘輝・
堀内進之介『幸福論』（日本放送出版協会、2007年）の主
題として展開されている。
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